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Description:
This early 1900's warehouse loft was
formerly a Prohibition era distillery, then a
spring factory for several decades, and was
recently converted into a gorgeous, open loft
space with an award-winning kitchen design.

The space is overfl...(cont'd)
If you would like to obtain contact and location information for this property, login to your account
control panel and make a request.
For information on how ReelLocations.Com works, please visit: https://www.reellocations.com/faq-master
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Full Property Description
This early 1900's warehouse loft was formerly a Prohibition era distillery, then a spring factory for
several decades, and was recently converted into a gorgeous, open loft space with an
award-winning kitchen design.

The space is overflowing with original architectural elements: beams from the World's Fair, 14'
ceilings, cast iron brackets, pulleys, and wheels used to power spring production machinery, solid
oak floors and exposed bricks throughout, a hand pulley freight elevator, and more!

The kitchen was featured in Signature Kitchen & Bath's 2014 annual kitchen awards, winning 2nd
prize in the contemporary class. It includes a 10' long stainless steel island, and top of the line
appliances: a 22,000btu, 6-burner Thermador gas range, double ovens, a massive refrigerator and
commercial exhaust hood, both by Thermador. It has already been used for several cooking demos
and commercial food preparations.

A unique fusion of various Chinese, Japanese, and vintage industrial elements outline the tasteful
decor. Most furniture is a blend of metals, woods, furs, and leathers, creating a sophisticated
environment that straddles a multitude of regular functions: a tea studio, library, food and wine
tasting room, etc. Exposed brick throughout the entire space...

Both full bathrooms are surrounded by floor-to-ceiling Spanish porcelain tiles, glass enclosed
showers, rainfall shower heads, and Japanese toilets. The master bathroom includes a massive
illuminated mirror, heated floors, and a stainless steel Japanese soaking tub.
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